When testing for the mean vector in a high dimensional setting, it is generally assumed that the observations are independently and identically distributed. However if the data are dependent, the existing test procedures fail to preserve type I error at a given nominal significance level. We propose a new test for the mean vector when the dimension increases linearly with sample size and the data is a realization of an M -dependent stationary process. The order M is also allowed to increase with the sample size. Asymptotic normality of the test statistic is derived by extending the central limit theorem result for M -dependent processes using two dimensional triangular arrays. Finite sample simulation results indicate the cost of ignoring dependence amongst observations.
1. Introduction. The advent of sophisticated data collecting methods are allowing researchers to measure a large number of variables simultaneously. In several applications in biomedical fields such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, microarray gene expressions and gene sequencing, the number of variables can be as high as several thousands. The cost of data collection is nevertheless still considerably high, restricting such studies to have no more than a few hundred samples. Standard multivariate techniques are no longer applicable to such data sets. This has created a huge surge in development of techniques for analyzing high-dimensional data and solving the so-called large p, small n problems. One such problem of particular interest is testing for equality of mean vectors for two groups of observations. Let {X t } 1≤t≤n be p-dimensional vectors with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ and the problem of interest is to test
For two sample case, let {X (k) t }, k = 1, 2 be two independent groups of p-dimensional observations with mean µ (k) and covariance matrix Σ (k) respectively. The hypothesis of interest is equality of the two mean vectors,
versus H A : µ (1) = µ (2) . (2) The traditional Hotelling's T 2 test is applicable only when the sample size is larger than the dimension and when the observations are independently and identically distributed, coming from a normal distribution. When one or both of these assumptions on the data fail to hold, Hotelling's T 2 cannot be applied. This calls for novel approaches in testing by relaxing the assumptions.
Under the assumption that the observations are i.i.d coming from a normal distribution, [4] proposed a approximate F -test statistic when the dimension is greater than the sample size. Significant progress has been made in this area by several researchers who have proposed test statistics which were proven to be asymptotically normal. The main idea behind these test statistics is constructing a function of the data whose expected value is a function of the population mean, which is equal to zero under the null hypothesis. [1, 4] used the Euclidean norm of the sample mean and [14, 15] used a variance-weighted quadratic product of the sample average. The functions used by [3, 12] are similar to those mentioned above, using only cross-product terms in the quadratic product of sample means and avoiding inner product terms which require additional conditions on the data.
Test statistics proposed by [1, 15] directly constrain the rate of increase of dimension with respect to sample size while [3, 12] relax this direct relationship by imposing conditions on the dependence structure. Distributional assumption on the data required by [1] have been relaxed by [3, 12, 16, 15, 16] and replaced by conditions on finiteness of fourth order moments. However all of these test statistics require the observations to be independent. When the observations are dependent with an unknown autocovariance structure, the Euclidean norm of the sample mean is no longer unbiased for the norm of the population mean. Hence the aforementioned test statistics will fail to preserve Type I error at any given nominal significance level.
Structured dependency has been incorporated in various studies, but the dependence have been generally assumed on the variates. [18] have developed a test statistic based on a higher criticism test when the variates are weakly dependent and the observations are independent. Also, [17] developed a test statistic which performs very well under sparse alternatives under dependence among the variates. However, none of the studies incorporate a dependence structure amongst the observations. Testing for the mean vector under a dependence structure for the observations has been explored with a different perspective by several researchers. For example, [8] studied stationarity of the mean vector when the data is assumed to be a realization of an m − dependent strictly stationary model. A method for comparing two functional regression models was developed by [9] wherein the model considered is a generalization of the factor model. [10] addressed the problem of estimation of the mean for functional time series data under a weak stationary dependence structure. They also formulated an asymptotically normal test statistic for testing the equality of functional means of two populations. While the researches mentioned above address dependence between observations, none of them address testing for the hypothesis in (1) .
In this paper, we propose a test statistic which is based on the Euclidean norm of the sample mean, similar to [1] . The proposed test statistic is constructed under the assumption that the rate of increase of dimension with respect to the sample size is linear and the observations are dependent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The factor model assumed for the data and construction of the test statistic for the one sample case are presented in Section (2) . Asymptotic properties of the test statistic and construction of a ratio consistent estimator of the denominator of the test statistic are provided in Section (3) . Extension of the test statistic to the two sample case is provided in Section (4) . A finite sample simulation study is performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed test statistic and the results are presented in Section (5) . Theoretical details and proofs of the theorems are given in the Appendix.
One Sample case.
We first address the problem for the one sample case. Let X t , 1 ≤ t ≤ n be p-dimensional vectors which follow a M -dependent strictly stationary Gaussian process with mean µ and autocovariance structure given by Γ(h), 0 ≤ h ≤ M . Infinite moving average can approximate a large class of time series models. Thus, the models obtained by allowing the order of the moving average to increase with the sample size constitute a rich class of models. Previous studies for independent observations have emphasized the assumptions on dimensionality and the structure of covariance or correlation matrix. These conditions are required for deriving the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic. For dimensionality, Bai and Saranadasa [1] (henceforth called T BS ) ( p n → c ∈ (0, ∞)) and Srivastava and Du [15] (henceforth called T SD ) n = O p ζ , 1 2 < ζ ≤ 1 assume a direct relationship between the sample size and dimension, whereas the test statistics proposed by Chen and Qin [3] (T CQ ) and Park and Ayyala [12] (T P A ) were constructed without a direct condition on n and p. For the case of M -dependent model, we assume that the rate of increase of dimension with respect to the sample size is linear and the level of dependency M increases at a polynomial rate,
The assumption (4) on the order is necessary to have sufficiently large number of observations for estimating the autocovariance matrix at all lags. In addition to (3) and (4), we impose conditions on the structure of the autocovariance matrix to avoid strong dependency amongst the variates. Define Ω n , the covariance matrix of X n multiplied by the sample size as Ω n ≡ n Cov(X n ) = M h=−M 1 − |h| n Γ(h) = F (0). (5) where F (0) is the spectral matrix evaluated at the zero frequency. To avoid considering arbitrary dependence structure amongst the variates, we put restrictions on the variance of the sample mean. The restrictions put constraints on the degree of dependence among the variates in relation to the degree of dependence among the observations. Such restrictions can be put on the spectral matrix. However, since we are primarily interested in a time domain test, we put restrictions on the autocovariance structure by imposing sparsity conditions on Γ(h) through Ω n .
For the case of independent observations, previous investigations imposed restrictions on covariance matrices in different ways to avoid arbitrary covariance matrices, especially the cases of highly correlated variables. For example, T BS and T CQ use λ max = o( √ trΣ 2 ) and tr(Σ 4 ) = o(tr 2 (Σ 2 )) respectively, where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of Σ. For T SD and T P A , the correlation structure R is restricted by imposing 0 < lim p→∞ trR i p < ∞, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and tr(R 4 ) = o(tr 2 R 2 ) respectively. For the case of dependent observational vectors, we put restrictions on the entire autocovariance structure to avoid strong dependency amongst the samples at all lags. To impose sparsity, it is assumed that for any set of four indices −M ≤ a, b, c, d ≤ M ,
where the rate of decay is uniform for all a, b, c and d. Together with (4), the condition in (6) n . This latter rate of decay assumption is similar to the sparsity conditions imposed by [3, 12, 15] . However the assumption made in (6) is stronger as it requires uniform convergence over all combinations of indices. The more stringent condition is needed for addressing the dependence among the observations.
We now present our proposed test statistic. For independent observational vectors, Bai and Saranadasa [1] proposed T BS = nX n X n − tr (S) 2n(n−1) (n−2)(n+1) tr (S 2 ) − tr 2 (S) n−1
where X n is the sample average and S = 1 n−1 i (X i − X n )(X i − X n ) is the sample covariance matrix. They proved that T BS is asymptotically normal when p/n → c > 0. The main idea of T BS was to use E nX n X − tr (S) = µ µ ≥ 0, which is equal to zero under the null hypothesis in (1) and non-zero under the alternative. However when the samples are dependent, the quantity nX n X − tr (S) is no longer unbiased for µ µ. Since the autocovariance between observations causes a bias, direct use of T BS is expected to fail in controlling a given size under H 0 . A similar bias has been observed in all the previous test statistics such as T CQ for the moving average model. It is therefore not appropriate to use tests designed for independent observations when the samples are dependent.
The main idea of our test statistic is based on the Euclidean norm of the sample mean, X n X n , by correcting the bias due to the autocovariance structure. Since the observations are normally distributed, we have E(X n X n ) = 1 n µ µ + 1 n If tr(Ω n ) is an unbiased estimator of tr(Ω n ), then the quantity M n = X n X n − 1 n tr(Ω n ) will have zero mean under the null hypothesis. Denote by Γ(h) = 1 n n−h t=1 (X t − X n )(X t+h − X n ) the biased sample estimator of the autocovariance matrix at lag h. When the dimension increases linearly with respect to sample size, this sample autocovariance matrix is no longer an asymptotically unbiased estimator for Γ(h). Hence a plug-in estimator, tr( Ω n ) = M h=−M 1 − |h| n tr Γ(h) , will not work due to this bias. We construct an unbiased estimator of tr(Ω n ) as follows, so that we have E(M n ) = 1 n µ µ. Let γ be the (M +1)×1 vector consisting of tr(Γ(h)) 0≤h≤M and γ n be the vector consisting of tr( Γ(h)) 0≤h≤M . The expected value of the vector consisting of these sample autocovariances can be calculated as E ( γ n ) = Θ n γ n , where Θ n is a (M + 1) × (M + 1) full-rank matrix whose elements are given by
(J (|t − s| + 1, j) + J (|t + i − s − 1|, j)) , (8) and J (a, b) is the indicator function, equal to one if a and b are equal and zero otherwise. Since Γ(−h) = Γ(h) for all lags, we can express tr (Ω n ) in terms of the autocovariance matrices at positive lags as tr (Ω n ) = b γ where b(1) = estimator for tr(Ω n ) can be constructed as tr(Ω n ) = β γ n = b Θ −1 n γ n . Using this unbiased estimator, it follows that the quantity M n = X n X n − 1 n tr(Ω n ) will have expected value equal to 1 n µ µ. We propose M n as the numerator and the test statistic is of the form T new = Mn V ar (Mn) , where V ar (M n ) is a ratio-consistent estimator for the variance of the numerator. Expressing tr( Γ(h)) as a linear combination of inner product of X t 's, we have M n = X n X n − 1 n tr(Ω n ) = n t=1 n s=1 π n (t, s)X t X s , (9) where the coefficients can be calculated from (8) and the expression for tr (Ω n ) as π n (t, s) = 1
J (i, w) .
Under this representation, the variance of M n under the null hypothesis can be evaluated as
ξ n (h, k)tr (Γ(h)Γ(k)) = ξ n λ, (10) where ξ n and λ are (M +1) 2 ×1 vectors, which are vector forms of (M + 1)× (M + 1) matrices whose elements are given by λ(h, k) = tr (Γ(h)Γ(k)) and ξ n (h, k) = n i,j=1 π n (i, j)π n (j − h, i + k) respectively. Length of the vectors ξ n and λ is taken as (M + 1) 2 instead of (2M + 1) 2 because of the properties of the autocovariance matrices, tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) = tr (Γ(b)Γ(a)) = tr (Γ(−a)Γ(−b)) = tr (Γ(−b)Γ(−a)). Therefore, the number of terms to be estimated in λ is reduced by a factor of 1 4 and the terms in ξ n are adjusted accordingly for multiplicity.
3. Asymptotic properties of the test statistic. In this section, we derive the asymptotic null distribution of T n = Mn √ V ar (Mn) and construct a ratio consistent estimator for V ar (M n ). Proof : See Appendix.
The main idea of the proof is constructing a n×n matrix A whose elements are the summands of M n from (9) . For univariate M -dependent processes, [2, 5, 7, 13] have derived central limit theorems using triangular arrays. Novelty of our proof lies in the extension of triangular array argument to two dimensional arrays.
Let V ar (M n ) be a ratio consistent estimator for V ar (M n ), that is V ar(Mn) V ar(Mn) p → 1, where p → 1 means convergence in probability. Before constructing a ratio-consistent estimator for the variance, an equivalent representation of V ar (M n ) and its limiting expression are described in the following proposition. Proof : See Appendix. We now propose our estimator for the variance. To begin with, a plug-in estimator has two major drawbacks. Firstly, it is not unbiased for the variance because for any −M ≤ a, b ≤ M , the expected trace of product of sample autocovariance matrices at lags a and b is a function of the entire autocovariance structure, E tr Γ(a) Γ(b) = M i,j=−M τ n (i, j)tr (Γ(i)Γ(j)), where the coefficients τ n (i, j) can be calculated by simplifying the expression for the expected value. An unbiased plug-in estimator can therefore be constructed as V ar (M n ) = ξ τ −1 n λ, where the (M + 1) 2 × (M + 1) 2 matrix τ n is of full rank. However, establishing ratio-consistency of this unbiased estimator is arduous. To be able to demonstrate that the variance of the estimator constructed converges to zero, that is V ar V ar (M n ) = o V ar (M n ) 2 , additional conditions are required on the autocovariance structure. Secondly, the above estimator is not guaranteed to be positive since it is not based on the quadratic form of the vector of traces. We construct the estimator V ar (M n ) as follows. For any −M ≤ a, b ≤ M , we first define an estimator of the trace of product of autocovariance matrices as tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) = 1 n a,b t,s∈A(a,b) X t+a − X * n X s X s+b − X * n X t , (11) where A(a, b) = {(t, s) : |t + a − s − b| > M, |t − s| > M }, n a,b is the cardinality of A(a, b) and X * n is the average of all observations in {X w } w∈B(t,s) for any (t, s) ∈ A(a, b) and B(t, s) = {1 ≤ i ≤ n : min{|i − t|, |i − s|, |i − t − a|, |i − s − b|} > M }. For notational convenience, unless otherwise stated, A(a, b) will be denoted by A and B(t, s) will be denoted by B henceforth.
The above method of estimating tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) is an extension of the idea proposed by Chen and Qin [3] in that A and B are constructed noting that two observations X t and X s are independent when they are at least M time points apart. The above construction of A and B ensures that the leading term of the proposed estimator is consistent for V ar (M n ). The estimator constructed using tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) is also required to be ratio consistent for nonzero µ which belong to a local alternative. Note that only two of the terms in the product of quadratics in (11) are centered to avoid dealing with the term X * n X * n 2 , proving the consistency of which requires additional conditions on Ω n .
For any −M ≤ a, b ≤ M , since the autocovariance matrices at non-zero lags are not necessarily positive definite and symmetric, it is not guaranteed that tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) is non-zero even though both Γ(a) and Γ(b) non-zero.
Therefore, it would be inexact to establish (11) as a ratio consistent estimator for tr (Γ(a)Γ(b)) for all −M ≤ a, b ≤ M . However, V ar (M n ) is a nonzero quantity and we can construct a ratio consistent estimator for V ar (M n ). Further to allow for ratio-consistency of the variance estimator for non-zero mean, we restrict the mean to a local alternative given by µ [Γ(a)Γ(−a)]
To better appreciate this condition, set the lag equal to zero to obtain µ Γ(0)µ = o n −1 tr Ω 2 n , which is similar to the local alternative condition specified in literature. To summarize, the following theorem provides a ratio consistent estimator of V ar (M n ). Proof : See Appendix. Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have asymptotic normality of our proposed test. We state this result in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions specified in Theorems (3.1) and (3.2) the test statistic is asymptotically normal under the null hypothesis (2),
Proof : The convergence in distribution of T new is straightforward from
due to Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Slutsky's Theorem.
Rejection rule and asymptotic power
Though the alternative in (1) is two sided, the expected value of the numerator in T new under the alternative is equal to µ µ which is always positive. Hence the hypothesis can be equivalently represented as H 0 : µ µ = 0 versus H A : µ µ > 0, which indicates the alternative is in fact one sided. The rejection region is therefore one sided, based on the upper tail of the normal distribution as opposed to a two-tailed rejection region. This reasoning applies to all test statistics based on the Euclidean norm and as explained in [1, 3, 12, 15] , the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level α when T new > z α , where z α is the (1 − α) percentile of the standard normal distribution. Under the local alternative condition specified in (12) , the estimator of variance is consistent even for non-zero mean. Asymptotic normality of → 0 as n → ∞, (13) where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
4. Two Sample Case. In this section, we extend the test statistic proposed for one sample case to the two sample case. Let X (1) (t) and X (2) (t) be two families of p-variate vectors coming from independent M -dependent Gaussian processes. The means and autocovariance structures of the two groups are given by µ (1) and µ (2) and {Γ (1) (h)} 0≤h≤M and {Γ (2) (h)} 0≤h≤M respectively. The autocovariance structures of the two groups need not necessarily be the same. Most of the studies on independent observations impose the same covariance structure on both samples. For example, [1] assumes the homogeneous covariance matrix and [12] and [14] assume the same correlation matrix for the two sample case while [3] does not demand the homogeneous covariance matrix. The hypothesis of interest is equality of means of the two samples,
versus H A : µ (1) = µ (2) . (14) Let Ω (1) n 1 and Ω (2) n 2 be p × p matrices defined as in (5) . Then the expected value of the Euclidean norm of difference of the sample means can be eval-uated as E X
(1) − X
+ tr 1 n 1 Ω
(1)
Let n = min(n 1 , n 2 ). The test statistic proposed for the one sample case can be modified for the two sample case as T new = Mn V ar (Mn) , where
, and the estimators tr Ω are exactly unbiased and as constructed for the one sample case. To establish asymptotic normality and construct a ratio consistent estimator of the variance, the assumptions made in Section 2 need to be extended as follows. For the two sample case, sparsity condition on the autocovariance structures and the local alternative condition for the means are
(µ (1) − µ (2) ) [Γ (w) (a)Γ (w) (−a)] 
for all (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ) ∈ {1, 2} 4 and −M ≤ a, b, c, d
n − 2M (3) n , where the three terms are defined as M (1) 
and M (3) n = X (1) X (2) respectively. Using this form for M n and under Mdependence Gaussian property of the model, it is straightforward to show that the quantities M
n and M (3) n are independent and the variance under the null hypothesis is given by
tr Ω
n 2 .
The first two terms in the above expression are equal to V ar (M n ) as in the one sample. Therefore we can use Theorem 3.2 to construct ratio consistent estimators for V ar M As discussed in Section 2, using a plug-in estimator with tr Γ (1) (a)Γ (2) (b) = tr Γ (1) (a) Γ (2) (b) is not feasible. An estimator constructed similar to (11) instead of a plug-in estimator is used,
s (X (2) s+b − X (2) * ) X
where X (w) * is the average of the set of observations with indexing set given by B (w) (t) = {1 ≤ i ≤ n w : |i − t| > M, |i − t − a| > M } for w = 1, 2. As explained in the one sample case, the indexing sets are constructed so that X (1) * and X (2) * are independent of the other terms in the expression. The following theorem provides the asymptotic distribution of T n and a ratio consistent estimator for the variance.
Theorem 4.1. If the conditions specified in (3), (4) , (15) and (16) are satisfied, then T new is asymptotically normal under the null hypothesis,
where the estimator of the variance is constructed using the estimators proposed in (11) and (17),
+ ξ n 2 (h, k) tr Γ (2) (h)Γ (2) (k) + 4 n 1 n 2 tr Ω
Proof : See Appendix.
Under the local alternative condition (16) , the asymptotic power of the two-sample test can be calculated as
5. Numerical Study. To evaluate the performance of the proposed test statistic against other test procedures mentioned, the size and power of the test statistics were compared for different levels of dependency. We compare our proposed test with test procedures for independent observations such as T CQ , T BS , T SD and T P A and highlight on demonstrating the failure of these test statistics when observations are dependent while the proposed test obtains reasonable performance.
To generate samples from a M -dependent stationary Gaussian process, we considered an extension of the factor model used in [3, 12, 15] . The samples are assumed to be coming from a factor model with stationary mean
where {A h } 0≤h≤M are unknown p×m matrices which determine the autocovariance structure. To ensure the autocovariance matrix at lag zero has full rank, we assume m > p. The elements of the vector ε t = (ε ti ) 1≤i≤m are assumed to be generated independently and identically from a m-dimensional normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix equal to identity. Covariance matrix of the error vectors can be taken to be equal to the identity matrix without loss of generality since if the variance is equal to Σ, then the model will be equivalent to (20) with A h = A h Σ 1 2 . The model (20) with the normality of ε t implies X t ∼ N p (µ, Γ(0)) and Cov(X t , X t+h ) = Γ(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ M , where Γ(h) =
5.1. One sample case. We consider the testing problem for one sample case under four different situations depending on different autocovariance matrices and different configurations of (n, p, M ). The data are generated from the model in (20) where the mixing matrices and the error covariance matrix are given by A h (i, j) = respectively, where 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 controls sparsity and the parameters φ 1 , φ 2 and σ control dependence amongst the variates. We considered four models with different set of values for the parameters. For the four models named Model I through Model IV, the level of dependency M is fixed to be 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively. For Model I, the parameters were fixed as p n , φ 1 , φ 2 , w = (4, 0.2, 0.3, 0.9) while the parameter values for Models II through IV are (1, 0.6, 0.4, 0.8) , (2, 0.6, 0.6, 0.8) and (3, 0.6, 0.3, 0.8) respectively.
Further for models III and IV, the elements of the mixing matrix were as defined above with A h (i, j) = hφ 1 |i−j| 2 for |i − j| ≤ p. For all the models, the power was studied when the elements of the mean vector were generated independently with µ i ∼ 1 4 √ p U (2, 3) or µ i ∼ 1 √ p U (2, 3) and the sample size was taken to be equal to 40, 60, 80 or 100.
As shown in Table 1 , all tests for independent observations fail in controlling a given size of 5% in that these four tests are too liberal except the independent case in Model I. On the other hand, the proposed test controls Type I error and achieves reasonable power for all four models. These results demonstrate the importance of recognizing dependence among observations in testing procedures. QQ-plots of the p-values for the four models are presented in Supplementary Material: Size and Power Plots 5.2. Two sample case. For the two sample case, the data was generated using the factor model (20) separately for the two groups, t−h , 1 ≤ t ≤ n a , a = 1, 2.
Autocovariance structures for the two groups can be set unequal by specifying different mixing matrices. The mixing matrices and the error covariance matrices are generated similar to the one sample case,
h|i−j| 2 for |i − j| ≤ pw (k) , 0 for |i − j| > pw (k) ,
|i−j| 2 for |i − j| ≤ pw (k) , 0 for |i − j| > pw (k) .
Values of the parameters (w (1) w (2) φ
1 , φ
2 , φ
2 ) are fixed as (0.9, 0.5, 0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.5) and the two groups are taken to be balanced, with n 1 = n 2 = n = and three sample sizes n = 40, 60, 80. To study the power of the test statistic, the difference of means is generated uniformly at two rates of decay. In Model I, the difference of means is generated as µ (1) − µ (2) ∼ 1 √ p U (1, 2) and in Model II the difference is generated as µ (1) − µ (2) ∼ 1 p 1/4 U (1, 2). Type I error and power under Models I and II calculated from 10,000 randomly generated samples for all the scenarios is tabulated in Table 2 Type I error of the proposed test statistic for the two sample case at 5% significance level.
From Table 2 , it can be seen that as the sample size increases, the type I error gets closer to the significance level. From Models I and II, the power is also seen to be increasing with sample size. As expected, the power in Model II is greater than that in Model I as the norm of difference of the means is a constant in the first model whereas it increases at the rate √ p in the second model. QQ-plots of the p-values are presented in Supplementary Material: Size and Power Plots.
Effect of Misspecification.
For the simulation studies in the above sections, the value of M used to simulate the data is used for calculating the test statistic. However in practical applications the value of M is most likely unknown. To study the effect of misspecification of M when calculating the test statistic, we tested data generated using Model III of the one sample case by specifying different values for M . In Model III, data was generated with the true value of M equal to two and as shown in Table 1 , T new is observed to outperform all the existing tests when the true value of M is known. The simulation study was repeated varying the value of M between 0 and 4. Type I error and power calculated using 10,000 randomly generated data sets are tabulated in Table 3 . As seen from the table, T new becomes more conservative as M increases, with the Type I error getting closer to the nominal size of 5%. The increasing conservativeness with M is also seen in the decreased power. This behavior is also persistent in the QQ-plots of the p-values, presented in Figure 1 . 6. Conclusion. We proposed a new test for the mean vector in high dimensional dependent data. The proposed test statistic was shown to be asymptotically normal under conditions on the dimension, the level of dependence and the structure of the autocovariance matrices. Through simulation studies, we illustrated that using existing tests that ignore dependence between observations leads to grossly inflated Type I error. The proposed test, being designed to incorporate dependence among the observations, reasonably controlled Type I error under a variety of dependence scenarios. When the samples were generated from an independent model(M = 0), the proposed test still performed well compared to the tests that are designed for the independent case. When the observations are assumed to be independent, T new does not reduce to any of the existing test statistics, since the numerator of the proposed test and the variance estimator were fashioned after T BS and T CQ , respectively. A consequence of this observation is that for independent samples, T BS can be extended to heterogeneous covariance case by replacing the variance estimator with that from T CQ . When the exact value of M is unknown, over-specifying M makes T new conservative. More adaptive choice of M is a topic of future investigation. 
APPENDIX A: APPENDIX
Before constructing proofs of the theorems, we establish a few properties of the autocovariance structure which are derived from the assumptions made on the model. The following lemma is a direct extension of the model assumption stated in (6) .
Proof : From matrix algebra, a standard result is that for any real, symmetric p × p matrix A, tr(A) ≤ p tr (A 2 ). Considering b = −a, the matrix Γ(a)Γ(b) = Γ(a)Γ(a) is symmetric and non-negative definite. Therefore,
where the last equality is from (6) . For any a and b, consider the matrix (Γ(a) + Γ(−b))(Γ(a) + Γ(−b)) . Since it is symmetric, the trace can be ex-
where D = {a, −b} × {−a, b} × {a, −b} × {−a, b} whose cardinality is finite. Therefore, it can be established that tr
and by combining the above equation with equation (21), we can conclude
) holds for all a and b, where the last equality is from (3).
We now establish some matrix results which are direct extensions of the local alternative assumption for the population mean. The following property holds for any general set of matrices satisfying the conditions mentioned below while the lemma addresses the rate of increase of an inner product of µ.
Property A.1. Let A and B be n × n real valued matrices such that B is symmetric and positive-definite. For all vectors x ∈ R n ,
Proof : Let A = U DV be the singular value decomposition of the matrix A where U and V are orthogonal matrices. This gives A A = V D 2 V , which implies (A A)
The above result uses the following preliminary matrix algebra results.
(i) |x Ax| ≤ x x tr (A A) for all x ∈ R n and A ∈ R n×n .
(ii) If A and B are real symmetric matrices, then tr (AB)
Lemma A.2. For µ which satisfy the local alternative condition mentioned in (12),
Proof : From Property (A.1), we have
where the rate is due to (12) and (6) .
Lemma A.3. For any µ which satisfy the local alternative condition in
Proof : The autocovariance matrix at lag zero is symmetric and positive definite. Therefore the result follows immediately for a = 0. For non-zero a, Let Γ(a) = U DV be the singular value decomposition, where U and V are orthogonal matrices and D is diagonal with positive entries. Therefore, we have
where A = U D 1/2 V . Note however that (22) does not imply the local alternative condition.
In the following subsections, we shall establish asymptotic normality of the test statistic and prove ratio consistency of the variance estimator.
A.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a realization of a M -dependent stationary Gaussian process. We shall establish asymptotic normality of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. The proof follows by argument of triangular arrays which has been extensively in literature [5, 7] . Central Limit Theorem for M -dependent univariate variables has been discussed in [2, 13] . Since the test statistic involves inner product of data vectors, we propose an extension of the univariate triangular array to a two dimensional array. To establish asymptotic normality, express the test statistic as follows, .
We shall establish asymptotic normality of the first term using two dimensional triangular arrays. The proof of asymptotic normality of T n is completed by showing that the second term converges to zero in probability.
Let A be a n × n matrix with elements given by
The sum of all elements of A is equal to X X − tr (Ω n ), which is the numerator of ∆ 1 . This motivates using the matrix A as our two dimensional triangular array. For any n, choose 0 < α < 1, C > 0 and w n = Cn α > M , so that n = w n k n + r n .
The quantity w n represents the size of each block to be constructed, k n represents the number of blocks constructed in each direction and r n represents the dimension of the remainder terms. Define the random variables
Since the matrix A is symmetric, B ij = B ji . The random variables B ij 's are constructed from blocks in the matrix A which are at least M indices apart. Pictorial representation of the matrix A describing the construction of the blocks is provided in Figure 2 . The shaded blocks represent the variables B ij 's and the unshaded portion corresponds to D ij 's and F . The shaded blocks are of dimension (w n − M ) × (w n − M ) and the blocks are exactly M indices apart. For an appropriate choice of α, as the sample size increases, the shaded region becomes dominant with respect to the unshaded region. Hence the contribution of the terms coming from the unshaded region will be negligible in comparison to the terms coming from the shaded region.
Since the process is Gaussian with M-dependent stationarity, {B ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k n } are independent. By construction, we have E (B ij ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k n . However, they are not identical variables because their variance depends on the index,
where J is the indicator function, with J (a, b) = 1 if a = b and J (a, b) = 0 if a = b. From the above constructed random variables, construct a sequence of random variables
which is given by
This sequence {Y i } is the vector form of the matrix (B ij ) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k n and the coefficients are to adjust for multiplicity. In the above construction, the off-diagonal blocks are multiplied by two because of symmetry of A. To establish asymptotic normality of ∆ 1 , express the quantity as
Y i where {Y i } is a sequence of independent variables. The sum of variance of Y i 's is
By construction of w n , k n and r n , we have
holds if the Lyapunov condition is satisfied. To verify the Lyapunov condition, the fourth order central moment of B ij 's are
where Ω wn is as defined in (5). Therefore we have
which converges to zero because of choice of k n and w n and because
by Kashin-Garnaev-Gluskin inequality [6] .
The second term in ∆ 1 , denoted by ∆ 12 has expected value equal to zero by construction. By symmetry of the matrix A, we can express ∆ 12 as
For a = b, the terms ∆ 12a and ∆ 12b are independent because the width w n is greater than M and increases faster with respect to n. By construction of the indexing sets for the summation in ∆ 12a s, they have equal variance. Therefore the variance of ∆ 12 can be expressed as
From assumptions (4) and (24) on the rate of increase of w n and M with respect to n, we have knM n and M n converging to zero, while the remaining terms are finitely bounded. Therefore V ar (∆ 12 ) converges to zero, which implies ∆ 12 converges to zero in probability. Hence by Slutksy's theorem, we can conclude that ∆ 1 is asymptotically normal.
The second term of T n in (23) is equal to
which has expected value zero because the estimator is constructed to be unbiased. The variance is given by
where the coefficients {β n (h)} 0≤h≤M are obtained from the expression for tr (Ω n ) and
The matrix D a is a n × n matrix with ones along the a-th diagonal and all remaining elements equal to zero and J is the all-ones matrix. Using the expression in (8) to calculate {β n (h)} 0≤h≤M , it is easy to verify that
Therefore we have
and by Lemma (A.1) the above quantity converges to zero. Therefore ∆ 2 converges to zero in probability and by Slutsky's theorem, we have asymptotic normality of T n .
A.2. Proof of Proposition 3.1. From the expression in (9), the quantity M n can be expressed in a quadratic form as M n = Z (Π ⊗ I p ) Z, where Π(i, j) = π n (i, j) and Z = X 1 X 2 . . . X n has a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and variance Σ given by Σ =
where D h is the matrix with ones on its h th diagonal and zero elsewhere, i.e. D h (i, j) = J (i − j, h). This quadratic form implies the variance of M n is
Readjusting terms in the expression of π n (t, s) gives
where J is the matrix of all ones, β n = (β n (h)) 0≤h≤M = Θ −1 n b is the vector of coefficients obtained using (8) and
, the number of terms in χ n increases. As n approaches infinity, χ n becomes an infinite summation. The elements of β n are of order 1 n , therefore χ n converges to zero as n goes to infinity. Evaluating and simplifying the terms, the given expression for ξ n (a, b) can be derived. Replacing the coefficients by the corresponding approximating quantities in the expression of variance,
Therefore, it follows that 
m B is the cardinality of B with 0 < liminf
n < 1 and the coefficients are of the same order as those in (5), a n,
Proof: We prove the lemma for the case a = b = 0, t = 1 and s = n and the proof can be extended for other values similarly. When {a, b, t, s} = {0, 0, 1, n}, we have
Therefore X * n is the average of n − 2(M + 1) observations, which gives
In this illustration, m B = n − 2(M + 1) and a n,B (h) = 1 − |h| n−2(M +1) and it is straightforward to verify the conditions mentioned in the statement of the lemma hold.
A.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. In this section, we derive ratio consistency of the estimator of variance of M n . The results are derived for any non-zero value of µ which satisfy the local alternative condition in (12) . For any value of the population mean µ, let Y t = X t − µ be the observations centered at zero. The estimator of trace of product of two autocovariance matrices is given by
The estimator proposed for V ar (M n ) can then be expressed in terms of Y t and µ as
The terms W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 as expressed above will be studied individually. The first term W 1 consists of fourth order moments while the remaining terms consist of lower order moments. To establish ratio consistency of the proposed estimate, we shall show that
which defines W 1 as the dominating term in the estimate and thus completing the proof. Since the terms W 2 and W 3 are similar, we shall illustrate the properties of W 2 and those of W 3 can be derived similarly.
The term W 1 can be expressed as
and W 12 , W 13 and W 14 are defined similarly with the summand in the above expression replaced by
The terms W 1k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, when studied individually, yield ratio consistency of the estimate.
Properties of W 11 :
The term W 11 , owing to the construction of the indexing set A(a, b), is unbiased for V ar (M n ),
where the last equality is due to the choice of elements in the indexing set A(a, b).
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the variance of W 11 can be bounded above as
For any two pairs of indices (t 1 , s 1 ) , (t 1 , s 1 ) ∈ A, from the construction of the indexing set A, we have
where the coefficients (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ) belong to the set
and (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) belongs to the set
The above indexing sets are obtained by calculating the expected values of products of quadratic forms using results from Magnus [11] . For any (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ) with −M ≤ q i ≤ M , denote by n q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 the number of elements of the set C 1 which are equal to the specified quadruple of indices. Let n r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 denote the corresponding number for elements in C 2 . Then we have
Using Lemma (A.4), it can be shown that for every (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ) ∈ C 1 , the number of elements which are equal to (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ) will be of the order O n 2 . Since the number of elements in C 1 is finite, we have n q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 = O n 2 . For elements in C 2 , there are quadruples (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ) ∈ C 2 such that at least one of the w i 's are fixed. Therefore the number of elements will be of order n 3 and since C 2 has finitely many quadruples, we have n r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 = O n 3 . Therefore the quantity in (33) can be simplified to obtain
Before studying the asymptotic properties of the variance of W 11 , we establish the following equivalent expression
where from Proposition (3.1) we have
For any two sequences {a n } and {b n }, define a n ∼ b n if lim
, from Lemma (A.1) and (6), n r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 = O n 3 and M = O n 1 8 , we have
where the quantities on the right hand side are equal to
respectively. Therefore, we have
which gives
. This result combined with (31) implies W 11 is consistent for V ar (M n ), i.e
Properties of W 12
Looking at the expected value of W 12 ,
where m B is the cardinality of the indexing set B and
, which is equal to zero by con-and for any (t, s) ∈ A,
and the summands in the above expression are o n
according to Lemma (A.1) and the assumption in (6) . Therefore, it can be established that
) and by Proposition (3.1), we can conclude that
By similar arguments we can establish convergence of the remaining terms,
Since W 2 and W 3 comprise of product of two quadratic terms where one of the terms is equal to µ, the calculations for consistency follow along the same lines. By the same procedure used to establish consistency of W 1 , we can express W 2 as
The expected value of W 21 is equal to zero because it comprises a linear combination of third-order moments of zero mean Gaussian distrbution. The variance of W 21 can be calculated as
For any (t, s) ∈ A, the variance of
The number of terms in the above summation is O n 1 4 while the summands can be shown to be o n by (12), Lemma (A.1) and Lemma (A.2). Therefore, the above quantity converges to zero which implies W 21 = o p (V ar (M n )). By the same argument, we can establish W 2k = o p (V ar (M n )) for k = 2, 3 and 4, which implies W 2 = o p (V ar (M n )). Since W 3 involves terms similar to W 3 , we can repeat the argument given above to conclude that
To show W 4 = o p (V ar (M n )), we need the following additional property which results from the local alternative condition mentioned in (12) . Expressing W 4 as a sum of four terms as before, we have 
µ Ω * nB µ where Ω * nB is as defined in Lemma (A.5). The quadratic product µ Ω * nB µ is a linear combination of µ Γ(h)µ for −M ≤ h ≤ M with coefficients given by
n . The variance of W 4k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 can be bounded above as follows
Recall from (11), the indexing set A is defined as A(a, b) = {(t, s) : |t + a − s − b| > M, |t − s| > M }, with n a,b = |A| ∼ n and ξ n (a, b) ∼ 1 n 2 . By Lemma (A.3), the above upper bounds can be shown to be o p n −4 tr 2 Ω 2 n which proves
V ar(Mn) → 0 in probability for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. This establishes W 4 = o p (V ar (M n )), thus completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem
n , the first two terms come entirely from the first and second sample respectively. Therefore by Theorem (3.1), we can establish asymptotic normality of the first two terms. When the third term M
is written as the sum of a rectangular array, we can apply the method of triangular arrays as mentioned in the proof of Theorem (3.1) to derive asymptotic normality. Therefore, we have
and since the terms are independent, M n is a linear combination of the three terms which establishes asymptotic normality of M n .
Consistency of the variance estimator can be proved by extending results from the one sample case. Since M (i) n , i = 1, 2, 3 are independent, the variance can be expressed as the sum of variances as V ar
. Ratio consistency of the first two terms can be established using Theorem (3.2). The third term of the variance is
In the above expression, the observations X (.) are centered to obtain Y (.) . Following the calculations in Section (A.3) for establishing the ratio consistency of variance in the one sample case, under the conditions mentioned in Theorem (4.1), it is fairly straightforward to prove
Combining equation (39) with asymptotic normality of T n , by Slutsky's Theorem we have T new = Mn V ar (Mn) to be asymptotically normal for the two sample case.
APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: SIZE AND POWER PLOTS

n = 60
Theoretical p−values Calculated p−values
n = 80
Theoretical p−values Calculated p−values
